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HOUSING IS A GLOBAL CRISIS THAT NEEDS LOCAL SOLUTIONS 
 

Joe Mathews 
 

“If you don’t even have a place to sleep, how can you talk about dreams and aspirations?” 
—Miss Hong Kong pageant winner Louisa Mak Ming-sze, interviewed in the South China 

Morning Post 
 
It’s not just California that has failed to come up with ideas for resolving its housing shortage 
and the related crises of affordability and homelessness. 
  
Other well-off places around the world are failing the same test. 
  
The predicament varies in local context, but at heart, the problem is the same. There are gaps—
between housing that’s demanded and the housing that exists, between population and 
construction, between the price of housing and the wages of those in a place. This is true not only 
in Irvine and Los Angeles and San Francisco but in Seattle and Salt Lake City and Boise and 
New York. And you can see the same phenomenon in Sydney, Melbourne, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, London, Toronto, and Vancouver.  
  
In this decade, housing crisis has become such a regular a feature of life in global cities that in 
Hong Kong, beauty pageant contestants get asked about the shortage and high costs of condos. 
And why not? What topic is more talked about than housing as the statistics get grimmer? In 
Hong Kong, apartment prices are at an all-time high, up nearly 20 percent a year. The median 
home price is nearly 20 times the median income. Waiting lists for public housing have more 
than 140,000 people on them—in Hong Kong, such lists include the elderly, the poor and the 
young—which means the wait will last several years, perhaps decades. 
  
This is a crisis, but a peculiar one. It is a crisis of success and of the failure to manage it. In an 
open letter, published in the San Francisco Chronicle, Mayor Gregor Robertson and chief 
planner Gill Kelley of Vancouver, British Columbia, looked at the cities of the West Coast of 
North America and demonstrated the similarities of their housing troubles, and those similarities 
start with prosperity. Ours is a part of the world with so many “vibrant, sustainable, and 
prosperous places to live and work in the 21st century,” the Vancouver officials wrote. And they 
are right; after all, there is no housing crisis in Siberia. 
  
The cities I mention here also share a language—“housing crisis,” “housing shortage,” “housing 
affordability,” and even terms like the “missing middle” to describe the working families and the 
sorts of middle-income places to live, like duplexes and triplexes, that are so hard to find. 
  
This paper is part of a California conference that seeks to look around the country and the world 
to find solutions for a housing crisis in the Golden State. But Californians are not the first to 
search elsewhere for answers to this same problem.  
 
Business and housing officials in Hong Kong have examined housing policy in Tokyo, Seoul, 
London and New York—and recommended a new affordable housing strategy that pushes for 
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increased development on open lands in the New Territories, the construction of more different 
types of housing, and new regional coordination on housing needs with nearby Shenzhen and 
other Pearl River Delta communities. 
 
Vancouver, too, has also done this research. With housing prices that outstrip those in much of 
California, that British Columbia city reached out to Vienna, London, Sydney, and New York to 
fashion a response. 
 
Vancouver discovered that the problem is not one problem but many, with aspects that extend far 
beyond housing into the worlds of finance, banking, international trade, geopolitics, health care, 
transportation, and education. But perhaps the first lesson in examining these cities is that the 
very nature of housing is changing. A house is less and less a home. It is an investment, a place 
to work, a place for health care and schooling, but most of all housing is a commodity. And it 
attracts investment on a global scale.  
 
This is telling. Viewed comparatively, the housing crisis across countries and states and cities is 
not a series of different crises. It is actually the same crisis. 
 
Some characteristics are common among the urban regions—the homes and apartments that go 
to investors, or those who wish to rent, or have a second home. There is the growing demand 
among those who wish to move to the urban core, producing soaring demand for land prices, and 
there is the growing demand among those who seek a place in suburbs, where children might be 
raised. And there is inequality, in income and wealth, between the longtime residents and the 
new people who come with money, between the old and young. And with too little housing, not 
everyone can be served. Communities come under pressure, people are forced out or feel they 
must leave. 
 
Then there’s the nasty paradox within the housing problem. Not enough housing is built, at least 
where people want it. And yet, building more housing does not solve the housing problem; 
indeed, it may increase demand, and prices, as more people come. In other words, the building of 
more housing can create the need for more housing.  
 
California has seen this in its big cities. Indeed, our state stands out among other well-off places 
around the world not for how much it has done in response to the crisis, but for how little. It has 
built much less than other places with similar housing crises. It has among the worst problems 
with affordability, and with the attending problems of jobs, business workforce, traffic, and the 
rest that come with a housing shortage. And California has mostly pursued half-measures, where 
one level of government changes the rules to put pressure on some other level or force; the idea 
is to make housing someone else’s problem. 
 
It is remarkable how much has been tried elsewhere that California hasn’t tried. For example, 
other countries have encouraged savings with the goal of making it possible for people to afford 
housing, and to support themselves in retirement. Singapore, for example, has compulsory 
personal savings accounts and allows 30 percent of the money to be used for buying a place to 
live.  
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London has received notice for the concept of “shared ownership” of homes for lower-income 
households. Too many people can’t afford the median home, at least if they are shopping one 
household at a time. London’s approach to “shared ownership” involves partnership between 
government housing associations and lower-income would-be owners. In one approach, the low-
income buyers pay mortgages on one-quarter of the purchase price, while they pay a below-
market rent on the other three-quarters. Over time, they pay off the home through mortgage 
payments and rent, building equity until they own it. 
 
In several places, the goal has been to identify and make better use of empty homes—empty 
because their owners live elsewhere, or there are no tenants, or an elderly owner has died and left 
to a family. In one smaller town in Granada, in Spain, local officials figured out that 15 percent 
of the homes were vacant in a region where more than 30 percent of people were unemployed. 
So the city asked landlords and real estate agents to rent these place to homeless families at very 
low rates. It worked (landlords found that some income was better than no income) and this 
housing bank of sorts is now touted as the “Banco de Solidaridad.” When the tenants struggle to 
make a rent, the city can help out. The idea is now being looked at across Spain, which has an 
epidemic of so-called “ghost homes,” with more than three million nationally by one estimate. 
That would be more than enough, according to one media organization, to house all of the 
homeless people in all of Europe. 
 
Vancouver’s study of housing troubles in other cities inspired the city to deal with empty 
homes—and enact other policies. To limit speculative investment and make full use of housing, 
Vancouver is implementing a one percent “Empty Homes Tax” on empty or underused 
residential properties. A new housing strategy also moves the city away from condos to try to 
deliver a greater mix of housing—more rental units, row houses, and duplexes in less dense 
neighborhoods—that is targeted at the needs and incomes of existing residents. And, to speed up 
construction and thus reduce costs, the city has embraced modular and prefabricated housing. 
  
In many of these policies, Vancouver represents a growing consensus around certain approaches 
to the shared housing crisis. One common response is for local and state governments to devote 
more of their money—and especially more of the land they control—to housing, particularly 
low-income housing. Another common response, with housing so hard to build, is to give up and 
accommodate reality. Create tiny housing units for one person, or squeeze more people into 
regularly sized units.  
 
One view guiding Swedish housing policy is that people need to learn how to live in groups. 
Stockholm has a housing startup named Tech Farm that has argued that people need to stop 
living alone. It has properties where renters’ groups live in dorms and share common living 
spaces. Rents are typically in the hundreds of dollars and renewable monthly. And, yes, it has the 
feel of student housing.  
 
A similar consensus has built up around the need to change taxation and regulation to promote 
more housing—and to end subsidies that distort the market. Tax credits for home mortgage 
interest have become a target in many places, rhetorically often and sometimes even in practice. 
Cities with housing crises often have regulations and approval processes that create delays in 
building and add to costs; shortening time is a priority almost everywhere. 
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In many places, you hear also of the need to be more flexible with land, and with houses, and 
with zoning. People should be freer to allow people to expand their homes or add units onto their 
properties to house more people (as California has done in easing the approval of granny flats).  
 
But for each idea and proposal discussed here, there is at least one drawback. Many cities have 
tried any number of ideas and still continue to suffer. Seoul, for example, has struggled 
desperately for decades to produce enough housing to match its population growth.  
 
In effect, the Korean capital tried so many different things, it fell into a frustrating cycle of 
endless change. Seoul has tried transfer taxes, a bond bidding system to finance housing, three 
different concepts of land ownership, encouraging reconstruction of old buildings, and price caps 
on real estate in specially labeled “speculative zones.” The cycle of reform included price surges 
and speculation, followed by price controls and regulation, and then deregulation when 
regulation slowed development. But the city’s struggles with housing continue. 
 
It may well be that housing crises are the new normal, at least in the places where people want to 
live, like California. Perhaps we should treat housing less like an emergency and more like a 
difficult chronic condition to be managed.  
 
And in learning how to manage it, it should be important to compare notes with other places. 
 
Indeed, major urban areas share so many housing problems that it would make sense to establish 
some kind of forum or think tank or official collaboration so that different places can work on 
this same problem together. Vancouver officials have proposed a West Coast Collaborative that 
would include San Francisco and perhaps other California cities struggling with housing issues. 
That’s a good idea and worth trying, because housing is too difficult a problem to be solved 
alone. 
 
 
 


